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energetics 207
equilibrium 141
experience 145
facultas fingendi 218
facultas signandi 220
feeling of Lust per se 215
feeling of 215
feeling of Unlust 215
feeling of dissatisfaction 218
good and evil
real definitions of 257
Society can pre-orient judgment of 257
grasping 210
happiness 139
imagination 138
intuition 4, 182fn, 183, 225fn
judgments
aesthetical 186
moral 162, 186
of taste 73, 78, 129, 133, 186
judgmentation 9, 11, 141
satisfying character of 62, 129
judicial Idea 233, 246
logical functions of understanding 143
logical momenta of 143
disjunctive 145
infinite 145
particular 144fn
manifold of concepts 30, 31, 35
manifold of Desires 207, 214-15, 224, 247
manifold of rules 30, 31, 35, 109, 139, 141, 187, 214,
242, 253, 258
as private moral code 141, 242
practical hypothetical imperative in 140-141
motivation see main entry for motivation
motivational dynamic 9, 50, 73, 218, 259, 262
2LAR of 218, 259
grasping for equilibration 259-260, 266
synthesis in 219, 259
Lust-organizing 259, 262
reconciling 259, 262
reevaluating 259, 262
want 183
need 258
Organized Being see Organized Being
perfection 183
perception of interest 247
practical hypothetical imperative: see manifold of rules
practical judgment 35, 140
practical Reason 139-140, 141, 256
acroam of satisficing Reason 256
impatient character of 141
practical rule 140; see also appetitive power, practical
rule per se
ratio-expression 141, 215
Reason see above practical Reason
reflective judgment 140, 207-9, 241
aesthetical 139
teleological 246
sensation 248
interpersonal communication events as 248
sense 247
data of the senses 208
sense of interest 247
significance of principles of 16
suffering, phenomenon of 209
synthesis in continuity 246, 255
3LAR-LSR structure of 246, 255

329
persuasions of judgment 247
preferences of judgment 247
tenets of practical Obligation 242
theorems
of abstract concepts 164
time (subjective) 183
metaphysics
34, 167
2LAR of Critical ontology 152
applied 102, 136, 155-157, 278-280, 282-6
acroam scheme system 180-181
of public instructional education 182
bridge model of 102
deduction of 133
is purposive 280
major acroam 158
mathematics engineer 280
minor acroams 179
orienting acroam 180-181
of public instructional education 182
see also public instructional education
axioms 178, 183fn, 199, 281
see also public instructional education (applied
metaphysics of)
Copernican turn in 134, 136; see also Copernican
hypothesis
Critical 46
Critical metaphysics proper 136
doctrine of method 133-138
12CR diagram for 135
12CR methodology 135, 181
empirical science 102, 181
epistemology: see main entry for epistemology
functions 281
objects of 152
external sense 152
inner sense 152
Nature 152
Reality 152
ontology 281
pseudo-metaphysics 167
rational Cosmology 137, 152
rational Physics 137, 152
rational Psychology 137, 152
rational science 102, 180
rational Theology 137, 152
reflective perspective 151
scientific 102
Standpoint 151
practical 151
transcendental Ideas 151, 280-1
cosmological Idea 152
physical Idea 152
psychological Idea 152
theological Idea 152
transcendental schematics 281
transitive science 102
Mill, John Stuart 22-23, 63, 64, 67, 129, 131, 142, 150-
151, 190-1
Miller, George A. 226
mimesis 61, 72-74
as manifestation of innovation 73
mind-body division 166, 168
has no ontological real significance 166
principle of reciprocity in training 168
mini-Community 37, 44-46, 60, 63ff, 105, 107, 127-
131, 148
disintegration of 50, 60
Gemeinschaft 64
Amazon case study 148
religious 162
special interests 80
mini-Society 45-46, 107
mini-society 54
granulated 55
non-granulated 55
minor acroam see metaphysics (applied)
Mirel, Jeffrey 127
Modality 6, 251-2
categories of 159
in judgmentation 159
model
reduced order 42
scientific reduction 42
see also network, embedding field.
Montesquieu 18, 64-65, 200
calls of education 22
moral code 185
deontological 57, 185
private 185
see also mental physics: manifold of rules
moral customs 140, 162, 185
see also: Sittlichkeit
moral fault: see moral transgression
moral high ground 57
moral instinct, nonexistence of 141
moral laws 185
moral realism 80, 192-3, 272-3
and conscience 273
day of conscience 273
restaging 273
moral transgression
crime 128
culpable outlaw action 128
fault 128
morality 186
individual judgment of see mental physics (judgment)
morals 185
and aesthetics 186
deontological unity of aesthetics and morals and ethics
186
morals and ethics 186
deontological 244
moralization 245-6
mores and folkways 80, 80-81fn, 141, 185, 236, 271
mos maiorum 85, 105-106, 107
Roman virtue 85
Morse, Samuel 67
Moslem scholastics
Abu'l-Farghani 114
al-Ashari 114
al-Battani 114
al-Farabi 114
al-Khowarizmi 114
Index

al-Kindi 114
Averroës 114
Avicenna 114
Rhazes (Muhammad al-Razi) 114
Thabit ibn Qurra 114
mos maiorum see mores and folkways
motivation 204, 215, 262
motivational dynamic: see mental physics
motorregulatory expression 29, 183, 204
Mt. Heyburn 115-116
natural society see civilization(s)
Nature 39, 158
nature 136-137, 208
unity of 208
necessity 265, 270
and possibility 265
Nell, Onora 53
network 32; see also mathematical graph.
are 32
embedding field 48, 71-72, 74
model 42
node 32
Newton and Galileo 285
Newton, Sir Isaac 33-34, 134
Nicolas of Cusa 5
Nietzsche 62fn
nous see Organized Being
Obhi and Haggard 140
Object 4
dead 108
empty 108
mathematical 4
object 4, 103
dead-matter 39
live-matter 39
phenomenal 32
what it means 'to know' an object 169
objective good: see good
obligatio externa 195, 272
obligatio interna 272
Obligation 17, 109, 195, 230
of civil liability 129
mutual 142fn
reciprocal 17
to Self 195, 242, 257
obligatio externa 272
obligatio interna 272-4
observation 38-39
observer 37-39
Odoacer 284
O'Neill, Tip 56
ontology see metaphysics
ontology-centered thinking 158
OPEC 49
oppression 71
optimization 247
options 224, 226, 268
option sets 226
Order 74, 109, 110, 119, 128, 141, 147, 150, 248
Order and Progress 132, 150-151
in corporate Personfähigkeit 139
organization 201
Organized Being 31, 251
Existenz of 180
model 165
nous 166
soma 29, 165, 166
psyche 166, 209
see also animating principles of psyche
organized being 97, 99
organum 97
orienting acroam see metaphysics (applied)
outlaw 124
outlaw relationship 16, 128
Packard, Dave 74, 117-118
Palquipment, Stephen 135, 151, 161, 198
parástase 4, 29
parts 97
Patriots, the 68, 71
pedagogy
effectiveness of methods of 12
Pedersen, Olaf 12-13, 89-90
perfection see mental physics
person 2, 108
makes himself person he becomes 174
personality 242-3
self-love 243, 244
Self-respect 245
self-respect 243, 244-5
as acting on principles 243
personal computer 73-74
Personfähigkeit 8-11, 51, 52, 109
2LAR of 9
cognizance of acting to perfect 16
Community's interest in 229
corporate 51, 52, 60, 93, 99, 107, 109, 119, 132
intellectual power of
persuasive power of 251, 266
physical power of
tangible power of
intellectual power 9, 133
learner's 133
perfection of 11
personal 67
intellectual power of 132, 199-200, 202
persuasive power of 132, 251, 266
physical power of 132
principle of development of 170
tangible power of 132
persuasive power 9, 93, 133
physical power 9, 133, 168
Progress in 145
tangible power 9, 133, 230
and person's capacity to act as a citizen 230
perspective 198
manifold perspective 198-9
Pertinence 232-3
see also pursuit of happiness; tranquility; Welfare
Pestalozzi, Johann Heinrich 282-3
educational doctrine of 283
Peters and Waterman 119-120
phenomenon of interruption 93, 112-114, 122
Philistines 113
philosopher
as metaphysic engineer 157
philosopher education 36
see also education
philosophy 199
Phoenicians 113
physics 40
Piaget, Jean 3, 10, 11, 29, 38, 98-99, 170-1, 184, 192-3, 201, 205-7, 210-14, 221, 222-24, 226, 253, 259-262, 263-5, 270, 273
criticisms of his work 211, 224
placeholders 226
planning 268
Plato 16-17, 18-19, 21-22, 34, 169, 274
on schooling 16-17, 21-22
Plato's Politeia 18-19, 21-22
rulers as guardians 18-19
theory of education 18-19
pledge of allegiance 271
Plutarch 20, 22
Poincaré, Henri 238
political parties
national 67
political science 45, 46
social-natural 46
popular opinion
enthusiasms of 133
portable concept 138, 144, 160, 279
positivism 40
possibilities 254, 268
power of a person: see Personfähigkeit
power of choice (Willkürsvermögen) 251-2
practical cooperation see cooperation
practical judgment see mental physics
practical law see appetitive power
practical maxim see appetitive power
practical precept same as practical maxim
practical Reason
process of 35
see also mental physics
practical rule per se see appetitive power
practically hypothetical imperative see imperatives
presentative schemes see scheme
primary education
objectives of 14-15
see also education; schools
primitives 1-2
principal quantities see under mathematics.
principle of continuity
and aesthetic Idea 100
for objectivity in Nature 100
in mundo non datur casus 100
in mundo non datur fatum 100
in mundo non datur hiatus 100
in mundo non datur saltus 100
in Nature 100
in perception see Aesthetic Idea
in Reality 100
principle of formal expediency 204, 207-9
as a principle of least action 62
principles of natural philosophy
kinetics 103
physics 103
private good 16
private instructional education 124
problem solver
rational 62
satisficing 62
procedural schemata see scheme
procedural schemes see scheme
Progress, 22, 74, 88, 109, 119, 128, 147, 150, 237, 248
motive to realize 110
see also: Order and Progress
Progress in Personfähigkeit 252, 275
of learner-as-free-person 163
of learner-as-member-of-Community 163
proletariat
see Toynbee proletariat
provocation 206
prudence
tenets of 129
pseudo-metaphysics see metaphysics
pseudo-necessity 226
psyché see Organized Being; see also animating
principles of psyche
psychological causality 166, 183
psychology
empirical 11
public
the general public 124
public good 16
public education 1, 13-16, 79, 127, 147
agent(s) 237
can be faithful to Society and unfaithful to
Community at the same time 237
agency 237
and Society 16-25
as unseen hand of government 24
Aristotle's theory of 19
as a private good 16
as a public good 16
Community support for 149
detractors and enemies of 237
expenditure of institution of 131
first principle of 79, 127
in the United States 14-16, 79
Order-only oriented 150
Society's quid pro quo for 231
see also education; schools
public instructional education 124, 127, 145, 153, 230-231, 242
2LAR of 229
3LAR of 147, 151-153
3LAR of objective of 132, 164
applied metaphysic of 155, 279-282
2LAR of the logical structure of 144, 157
axiom system of 279-280
2LAR of 280
bridge model of 138, 155
functions of 188-195
empirical 191-193, 217-221, 268-9
cultivation function 217-221
disintegration of 70, 95, 107, 120-122, 266
failure of 79
fall of see Societies: disintegration of
free see civilization(s)
Gemeinschaft 69-70, 76, 77fn, 117
greatest threat to Existenz of 265-6
ideal see civilization(s)
life of see social life
natural see civilization(s)
Native American 108, 122
passing-away of (thoria) 120
Society 7, 29, 37, 40, 44, 52, 55, 60, 96, 97
and political parties 24
as organized being 97-103, 108
as social-natural-entity 96
breakdown of 67, 107, 129
challenge to 110
civil 144
education institutions of 124
fall of 112, 124
growth of 107
institutes public education 229
member of 97-98
parts of 97-98, 104
real Existenz of 95, 129
real Society 99-102, 120
2LAR structure of 99-102
cannot be exterminated 108; see also Communities
conquest of 108
Native American Societies 108
in uncivil Community 105
judicially real Society 104-108
parts of 104
recoveries during the fall of 112
society 11, 28-29, 36-37, 39, 40, 43-44, 52
free see under civilization
ideal see under civilization
natural see under civilization
Toynbee see Toynbee society
sociology 29
solipsism 40
Solomon 113
soma see Organized Being
Sparta 14
agoge 14, 19-22, 188
Flagellation, the 21
music 21
value system of 188
Spartans 14, 19-22
specifying concept 144, 157, 160, 199, 233, 280
of corporal education 160, 164, 193
of intellect education 160
of persuasion education 160, 251
of tangible education 160
spirit 200
spirit of locality 63, 67
Standpoint
practical 46, 157
state of nature 51, 67, 128, 129
stereotypes 129
Stoic's motto 216
structure 246
of thinking and judgmentation processes 159
structuring 246, 247
student 11, 124-125
college 12
definition of 125
see also pupil
subjectivism 39-40
summum bonum see Ideal
supernatural, 95
symbol(s) 52
syncretism 183-4, 222
synergy 138-139
and social interactions 139
anti-synergy 139
synthesis
of Social Contract under transcendental Ideas 238-9
system 75
system of education 75, 127
as part of justice system 75
Idea of 75
prime objective of 75, 80, 127
reason Societies institute 132
Tacitus 105, 106, 121
tangible goods 230
fungible skills 230
stock-of-time 230
taste 3, 5, 35, 39, 50, 80
see also judgments of taste
Taylorism 116
teacher 2-4, 11-12, 124, 125, 202, 249
as instructor 244
as steward 244-5
peripatetic masters 88-89
professor 12
teaching 2
team and group activities see educating activities
tenets
of Duty-to-Self 131
of prudence 105
practical 131
tension 205, 218, 253
textbook(s) 13, 285
Rhind Papyrus 13
Sumerian 13
teaching 2
theory 167; see also science
thinking
habits of 35
theological Idea see transcendental Ideas
time see mental physics
Toqueville, Alexis de 81-83
Toynbee, Arnold 14, 46, 60-62, 71-74, 95, 97, 112, 113-114, 121
critics of 93, 121
thesis of 286
Toynbee proletariat 71, 117, 122, 265
secession of 71
Toynbee society 107
teaching 2
training 2, 19
of Plato's guardians 18
see also Plato
tranquility 110, 233-4, 247-8
domestic 110
transcendental apperception 165
transcendental Critique 136
transcendental error 200
transcendental Ideas 280-1
cosmological Idea 152, 180-1, 183, 199, 233, 256, 258
physical Idea 152, 181, 187, 199, 221, 233, 252-3, 254-5, 258
psychological Idea 152, 181, 183, 199, 214, 233, 238, 258
theological Idea 152, 159-163, 180-1, 183, 238f, 251
2LAR structure of 160
terminology of 160-2
of intellect education 199
transcendental places of 238f
transcendental Logic 133, 134-135, 137
transitive science see metaphysics
Turnbull, Colin 69, 76-78
Twain, Mark 271
type I interactions 221-2
type II interactions 172-3, 202, 212
type α, β, γ compensations see compensation behavior
uncreative majority 72-73
uneducated man, the 25
United States of America 1, 112
public education in 14-16, 25
universal public education
Aristotle's theory of 19
as a Duty of government 19
in general 13-15
in Scotland 14
in the United States 14-16
see also, agoge
University of Virginia 14-15
unjust 75
unwealth 128
validation 187
valuation 187, 239
value system
learner's 195
of a good citizen 188
of Sparta see Sparta
values 187, 207, 208, 247
absolute 207, 208-9
practical value 188
value in reasoning 188
value in understanding 188
value satisfaction 188
value structure 187
variations 205fn
versatility 190
Vespasian 105, 106, 112, 121
vis ineritae 60-62
vitalism 40, 48
Vitellius 105, 106, 121
vocation 236
Volsk-society 107
Voltaire 70
Vygotsky, Lev Semyonovich 219-220
want see mental physics (motivational dynamic)
Washington, George
on the danger of political parties 24, 67
Watson, Thomas, Jr. 117, 118-119
Watson, Thomas, Sr. 117
wealth asset 128
wealth-in-general 128
Weaver, Warren 29
Weaver's model 28-32, 42
two-person interactions 30, 139
Webster's Dictionary 2, 3, 11, 12
Weinberg, Gerald 38
Welch, William 73
Welfare 232-4, 240, 241, 245
welfare 232
Wicksteed and Cornford 103
Wilson Learning Corporation 190
Wozniak, Steve 73